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5G estimated to reach 1.5 billion
subscriptions in 2024 – Ericsson Mobility
Report
•
•
•

5G is forecast to cover more than 40 percent of the world’s population by the end of 2024
Cellular IoT connections expected to surpass 4 billion in six years’ time
Mobile data traffic grew 79 percent year-on-year in Q3 2018

5G is expected to reach more than 40 percent global population coverage and 1.5 billion
subscriptions for enhanced mobile broadband by the end of 2024. This will make 5G the fastest
generation of cellular technology to be rolled out on a global scale, according to the latest edition
of the Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) Mobility Report.
Key drivers for 5G deployment include increased network capacity, lower cost per gigabyte and
new use case requirements.
North America and North East Asia are expected to lead the 5G uptake. In North America, 5G
subscriptions are forecast to account for 55 percent of mobile subscriptions by the end of 2024. In
North East Asia, the corresponding forecast figure is more than 43 percent.
In Western Europe, 5G is forecast to account for some 30 percent of mobile subscriptions in the
region by end of 2024.
The uptake of NB-IoT and Cat-M1 technologies is driving growth in the number of cellular IoT
connections worldwide. Of the 4.1 billion cellular IoT connections forecast for 2024, North East
Asia is expected to account for 2.7 billion – a figure reflecting both the ambition and size of the
cellular IoT market in this region.
Diverse and evolving requirements across a wide range of use cases are prompting service
providers to deploy both NB-IoT and Cat-M1 in their markets.
Mobile data traffic grew 79 percent between Q3 2017 and Q3 2018 – China a key engine
Mobile data traffic in Q3 2018 grew close to 79 percent year-on-year, which is the highest rate
since 2013. Increased data-traffic-per-smartphone in North East Asia– mainly in China – has
pushed the global figure notably higher. With a traffic growth per smartphone of around 140
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percent between end 2017 and end 2018, the region has the second highest data traffic per
smartphone at 7.3 gigabytes per month. This is comparable to streaming HD video for around 10
hours per month.
North America still has the highest data traffic per smartphone, set to reach 8.6 gigabytes per
month by the end of this year – which can be compared to streaming HD video for over 12 hours
monthly.
Between 2018-2024, total mobile data traffic is expected to increase by a factor of five, with 5G
networks projected to carry 25 percent of mobile traffic by the end of the period.
Fredrik Jejdling, Executive Vice President and Head of Business Area Networks, says: “As 5G now
hits the market, its coverage build-out and uptake in subscriptions are projected to be faster than
for previous generations. At the same time, cellular IoT continues to grow strongly. What we are
seeing is the start of fundamental changes that will impact not just the consumer market but
many industries.”
The Mobility report also features articles on fixed wireless access and how to make it a reality,
streaming video from megabits to gigabytes, and developing the smart wireless manufacturing
market.
Join the Facebook live session at 15.00 CET today.
Read the full Ericsson Mobility Report

NOTES TO EDITORS
Don’t forget to check out our cool tools: the Ericsson Mobility Visualizer to explore actual and
forecast data from the Mobility Report and the Ericsson Mobility Calculator, to discover the
relationship between the use of various app types and monthly traffic subscription.
For media kits, backgrounders and high-resolution photos, please visit www.ericsson.com/press
FOLLOW US:
www.twitter.com/ericsson
www.facebook.com/ericsson
www.linkedin.com/company/ericsson
www.youtube.com/ericsson
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Subscribe to Ericsson press releases here.
MORE INFORMATION AT:
News Center
media.relations@ericsson.com
(+46 10 719 69 92)
investor.relations@ericsson.com
(+46 10 719 00 00)
ABOUT ERICSSON
Ericsson enables communications service providers to capture the full value of connectivity. The
company’s portfolio spans Networks, Digital Services, Managed Services, and Emerging Business
and is designed to help our customers go digital, increase efficiency and find new revenue
streams. Ericsson’s investments in innovation have delivered the benefits of telephony and mobile
broadband to billions of people around the world. The Ericsson stock is listed on Nasdaq
Stockholm and on Nasdaq New York. www.ericsson.com
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